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M U LT I M E D I A  C D  I N C L U D E D :  K ' A X O B  I N T E R A C T I V E

RITUAL, WORK, AND FAMILY
IN AN ANCIENT MAYA VILLAGE

Patricia A. McAnany
Editor

Shortly after 800 B.C., a village was founded
in the wetland and riverine habitat of north-

ern Belize. Now called K’axob, this Maya
community grew and prospered through For-
mative and Classic times. A millennial-long
record of Formative life has been investigated
archaeologically by peeling back the closely
stratified layers of superimposed domiciles.
These houses, their domestic and mortuary fea-
tures, and associated artifacts reveal a conscious
construction of identity and shed light on the
manner in which materiality was manipulated
in response to larger political dictates. Long-
term stasis in material remains suggests that
artisan production played a key role in social re-
production, yet the manner in which access to
key resources was increasingly localized inti-
mates a political landscape of crystallizing
hierarchies. Subfloor mortuary interments were
spatially associated with cuisine-related features
such as sherd-lined pits, reflecting a cosmology
in which ritual and work were closely inte-
grated. These insights and more are presented
in individual chapters that examine the mate-
rial remains of early K’axob. An accompanying
interactive CD provides complementary mate-
rials on a scale never before achieved and
includes comprehensive data sets, over one
thousand images (both photographs and line
drawings), a tour of K’axob, and 3-D models of
the excavation units.

Within the chapters of this book, the built
environment is investigated through studies of
the domiciles, cache deposits, and sherd-lined
pits. The many ways of commemorating the
dead and the characteristics of their subfloor in-
terments are featured in a special section on
mortuary ritual. Fired clay artifacts are exam-
ined in terms of local clay sources, pottery
classification, pottery vessels, and tools fabri-
cated from recycled pottery sherds. The paucity
of hard stone in this wetland landscape meant
that most stone tools were imported, heavily
curated, and often recycled after breakage. The
abundant and high-quality siliceous stone
(available through local trading networks) con-
trasts greatly with the scarce supplies of
obsidian and igneous stone (acquired through
multi-nodal networks). Personal adornment
and cosmological expression are approached
through studies of worked shell, greenstone,
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bone ornaments, and the notable presence of
the quadripartite motif at K’axob. Examination
of biological remains indicates that fishing and
the gathering of turtles and mollusca provided
a valuable protein component that contributed
to the relatively robust health of early K’axob
villagers. Through the lens of material remains,
this study re-animates life in a Formative Maya
village and chronicles both stable traditions and
fundamental changes within Maya society of
the first millennium B.C.
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CHAPTER 1 

SITUATING K' AXOB WITHIN 

FORMATIVE PERIOD LOWLAND 

MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY 

PATRICIA A. MCANANY 

D
ue to its somewhat inaccessible stratigraphic
placement beneath the massive building pro

grams of the Classic period, with few exceptions 
Formative Maya archaeology has been glimpsed 
through a narrow window at the bottom of a test 
trench. Moreover, the limited appearance of hiero
glyphs gives the impression that the Formative period 
was a time "before history" or at least before Classic 
period literati forged narratives of time in hieroglyphic 
texts. While, through epigraphic feats of "code
breaking," scholars of Classic Maya texts have breathed 
life into the political machinations of Classic period 
rulers, insights into the preceding period have been 
won using more traditional archaeological tools
trowels, shovels, picks, and screens. Three seasons of 
large-scale excavations deep into the Preclassic deposits 
of the Maya site ofK'axob-situated in the New River 
valley of northern Belize (figure 1.1)-have yielded an 
informative array of archaeological material associated 

with ancient Maya domiciles. This information is rel
evant to many of the key issues of Formative 

archaeology, such as the circumstances and timing of 
the founding of Maya communities, the materialization 
of institutionalized authority, the role of ancestors in 
social reproduction, the nature and extent of artisan 
traditions, and the formalization of local and regional 
procurement networks. In this volume, these issues are 
examined through a case study of a village that thrived 
during the time before rulers were memorialized in 
stone as ch'ul ajaw, or divine lord. But this study does 
not simply trace the roots of the Classic period flores
cence; rather, it examines the Formative period on its 
own terms. Balancing a village-centric and a regional 
perspective, the chapters to follow deal with such top
ics as the expression of ritual and cosmology within a 
domestic context, the materialization of village iden
tity through artisanship, and the extent to which 

K'axob interacted with and emulated larger centers 
both nearby and far away. 

This chapter initiates the study first by examining 
the history of inquiry into Lowland Maya Formative 
archaeology and second by situating K'axob within the 
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